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Competent Solicitation Process

Ask

Build 
Consensus

Mutual Discovery 
& Knowledge

Build Relationship 
& Credibility

Barbara Wessel, President, Wessel Associates



Relationship fundraising is an approach to the marketing of a 
cause which centers not around raising money but on 

developing to its full potential, the unique and special 
relationship that exists between a charity and its supporter. 
Whatever strategies and techniques are employed to boost funds, 
the overriding consideration in relationship fundraising is to care 

for and develop that special bond and not to do anything that 
might damage or jeopardize it. In relationship fundraising every 
activity of the organization is therefore geared towards making 

donors feel important, valued and considered. 

Relationship Fundraising: A Donor-Based Approach to The Business of Raising Money, Ken Burnett



What are the elements of a
Successful Relationship?

It takes time and effort



What are the elements of a
Successful Relationship?

Reliable/Loyalty

Trust

Communication

Mutual Interest/ 
Admiration,Chemist

ryNURTURING

Be vulnerable,

Willing to Admit Mistakes
Putting Your

Partner First

Never taking your 
partner for granted

Respect

Showing You 

Care

Freedom

Common 

Goals

It takes time and effort



TRUST



What does it mean to
be Donor-Centric?

“Donor-centric” is another way of saying “building trust.” A 
donor’s relationship with your organization deepens or frays 
mostly based on how much trust you can create in three areas:

 Trust that donors play an essential, vital, central role in your 
mission’s success.

 Trust that your organization does worthwhile things with 
donor gifts.

 Trust that your organization conducts its operations 
efficiently.

www.simonejoyaux.com Simone P. Joyaux, ACRRE

http://www.simonejoyaux.com/


“Increasingly, stewardship has come to mean the 
essential function by which organizations develop 
lasting relationships with their donor-investors. 
This includes the ethical management and care of 

all human and financial resources. Stewardship 
promotes a donor-organization relationship based 
on mutual respect for both the source and impact 

of gifts. When well-implemented, stewardship 
provides the basis for building programs that go 

beyond fundraising.”

Beyond Fundraising, Kay Sprinkle Grace



Donor Centric…NOT!



Action Items for Building Trust



COMMUNICATION



Finding Making The Time

“The key to sustained and increased giving is 
communication and not fundraising. It stands 
to reason, then, that not-for-profits should 
rethink their priorities when it comes to the 
allocation of paid and volunteer time.”

Donor Centered Fundraising, Penelope Burk



Engaging Conversation

“Conversation is at the center of what it means to be human. We 
talk together to obtain information and to better understand 
feelings and aspirations. We talk to hear and understand, to be 
heard and understood. We talk to share. We share our hopes and 
dreams.”

“Talk with your donors of time and money. Collect their stories. 
Listen to their feelings and aspirations. Talk together to share 
and learn and build community. Talk together for change.”

Strategic Fund Development, Simone P. Joyaux



Donor-NEGLIEGENT:

“We did this. We did

that. We were amazing 

by the way, thanks.”

©Tom Ahern  @www.aherncomm.com



Donor-CENTRIC:

“With your help, all

These amazing things

Happened. And without

Your help, they won’t.”

©Tom Ahern @www.aherncomm.com



Action Items to Strengthen
Communication



DO NOT TAKE YOUR 
DONOR FOR GRANTED
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Donor Retention

Fundraising Effectiveness 
Project

(afpfep.org)

Average Donor Retention Rate 46%

First-time Donor Retention Rate 20%

Repeat Donor Retention Rate 60%

Monthly Donor Retention Rate 90%



Donor Retention



Action Items to Improve
Donor Retention



“Help others achieve their dreams,
and you will achieve yours.”

Les Brown


